
Israel’s Herzog meets UAE counterpart
to push for hostage release
DUBAI: Israeli President Isaac Herzog met his Emirati counterpart on the
sidelines of UN climate talks on Thursday as part of a diplomatic push to
release hostages held by Hamas.
Herzog’s visit to the United Arab Emirates comes nearly eight weeks into the
Israel-Hamas war and coincides with a day-long extension to a truce that has
seen Israeli hostages freed in exchange for the release of Palestinian
prisoners.

Egypt’s FM expresses confidence in UAE
leadership in promoting climate action
agenda
CAIRO: Egyptian Foreign Minister Sameh Shoukry has expressed confidence in
the leadership of Dr. Sultan Al-Jaber, president of the UN Climate Change
Conference, in promoting the climate action agenda and achieving common
goals.

He added that last year’s COP27 Conference in Sharm El-Sheikh opened the way
for a new era of implementation in the fight against climate change.

Shoukry made his comments at COP28’s opening session in Dubai on Thursday.

He delivered his speech as COP27 president as he handed over Egypt’s
conference presidency to the UAE.

Jordan’s king calls on Israel to allow
more aid into Gaza
AMMAN/RAFAH: Jordan’s King Abdullah on Thursday urged UN aid officials and
international groups to pile pressure on Israel to allow more aid into the
beleaguered Gaza enclave where the humanitarian situation is worsening,
officials and aid workers said.
They said the monarch told an emergency meeting in Amman of UN officials,
heads of Western non-governmental organizations and representatives of Arab
donors it was unacceptable that Israel continued to hold back sufficient aid
flows.
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EU unveils strategy for strengthening
long-term relations with Turkiye
ANKARA: The EU on Wednesday set out the state of play of its political,
economic, and trade relations with Turkiye in a strategic move aimed at
ironing out long-standing disagreements between the neighbors.

Against the backdrop of shifting geopolitical dynamics, the EU report was
published on the same day that NATO foreign ministers met in Brussels and
discussed the progress of Sweden’s accession to the intergovernmental
military alliance.

It is expected that Ankara will ratify its protocol on the issue “within
weeks.”

How Israel-Hamas war in Gaza compounds
global crisis of proliferating
conflicts
ATHENS: “Only the dead have seen the end of war.” Spanish-American
philosopher’s George Santayana’s poignant quote is still relevant nearly a
century after he wrote it as the list of full-blown and low-intensity
conflicts worldwide grows longer every year.

The unprecedented violence seen in the continuing war between Israel and
Hamas has claimed the lives of more than 15,000 civilians, destroyed nearly
the entirety of Gaza’s north, and displaced 1.7 million Palestinians inside
Gaza as well as half a million Israelis, mainly along the border with
Lebanon.
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